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STARTING LIMITS OF TUKBOJET ENGINE3 

By John C. Armstrong and H. D. Wilsted 

The  possibilities of altitude  combustion  blow-out  or  the  need of 
additional  engines  for  emergency  purposes i n  multi-power-plant  aircraft 
point  up  the  need f o r  rapid,  reliable  turbojet  engines  starting  at  high 
altitudes. As part of the mfLCA investigation  of  altitude starting of 
turbojet  engines  the  altitude-starting limits of 8 production  engine 
with an axial-flow  compressor and a multiple  through-flow  combustor  were 
determined.  The  ignition  limits,  flame-propagation  limits, and to a 
lesser  extent the acceleration  ligits  of  the  -ne  were  improved to 
increase  the  starting  limits  to  relatively  high  altitude. 

Ignition  characteristics were Improved  primarily by replacing the 
StftnAArrd  induction  ignition  syateius (0.02 joule/spark, 800 sparkslsec) 
with a high-energy  capacitance  ignition  system (3.7 joules/spark  at 
the  spark  gap, 7 sparb/sec). The flame-propagation lfmits of the 
engine  were  improved  by  increasing  the  size of the croser-fLre tubes 
interconnecting  the  combustors. An improvement -In acceleration  char- 
acteristics w a s  obtained  by us- a variable-area  exhaust nozzle to 
increase  the  jet-nozzle  area &ring engine  acceleration.  These  changes 
produced an increase Ln the  altitude-starting limit of the  englne f rom 
15,000 to 43,000 feet  at 0.6; flight Mach number and from  sea  level to 
47,000 feet at 0.8. flight Mach . .  nuniber. 

INTRODUCTION 

The loss of power  from  the  gas-turbine  power  plant of a single- 
engine  aircraft as a result of combustor  blow-out is a hazarbus condi- 
tion most likely.to  occUr-at"high  altitude  during  violent  maneuvers  such 
as  experienced in combat .. Also, multiengine  aircraft  that may be flyLng 

emerge-ncy-require full power  from  a11  the  engines. In either  the  restart 
folloKLng  combustor  blow-out  or  the  starting of additional  engines,  the 
safety  of  the  aircrEtft and crew  may well depend on the  ease of restarts 
and  the  time  required to obtain fulL engine  power.  Considerable  time is 

.) with  only part of the  engines  operative to obtain maximum range may in 
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consumed  if  it  becomes  necessary  to  seek a lower  al-t;itude or to  change 
flight speed i n  orderto start  effectively  and  to  obtain full power  from 
all engines.  It  is  therefore  highly  desirable  to  raise  the  altitude- 
starting  limit of the  engine  to  the  maximum  altitude  operating  limit of 
the  aircraft  over  its  flight  speed  range. 

+. 
. . - .  

rl 

Successful  starting of gas-turbine  englnes  with  multiple  combustors 
consists of  three  phases: (I) ignition of one or more of the  combustors 
containing  ignition  devices, (2) propagation of flame  from  the  ignited 
combustor or combustors  to all the  other  combustors,  and (3) acceleration 
of-the englne  from  starting  to full speed  without  exceeding  the  allowabIe 
temperature of the  engine  parts  and  without  encountering  compressor 
surge  or stall. Because any one. of  these  factors  can  limit  the  altitude- 
starting limits of the  engine,  it  becomes  necessary  that  the  altitude 
limits of each  be  extended  to  the  operational  ceiling of the  engine. 
Results  of.fundamental  research  conducted on the  basic  processes  involved 
in  gas-turbine-engine-starting,  such  as  flammability  limits,  minimum 
ignition  energies,  and flame propagation,  are  reported in references 1 . 
to 7. Application'af  these  results  to  single  combustor  apparatus  is 
discussed in references 8 and 9, -and -Ehe.aiplication to f"l-scale gas- 
turbine  engines  is  presented  inreferences 10 to 13. c 

. .  

." 

The  present  investigation was conducted  to  obtain  effective  starting 
of current  gas-turbine  engines  to  their maximum altitude  operating  limits, .I 

which  in  present-day  en@;fnes.at  subsonic  flight speeds is  generally  from 
50,000 to 60,000 feet.  The  investigation w a s  conducted in--an NACA Lewis 
laboratory  altitude  chamber  over a range of altitudes f r o m  sea  level to 
57,000 fket-t flight  Mach  numbers from 0.2 to 1.2 with an axial-flow 
turbojet  engine having through-flew  can-type  combustors.  Data  are  pre- 
sented to indicate  the  best  configurations and techniques for ignition, 
flame  propagation, 'and engine  acceleration.  Included  are  the  effkcts 
of spark-gap  location,  spark-repetition  rate, spark energy,  and  flight 
Mach  number on altitude-ignition limits; the  effects of cross-fire-tube 
diameter  and  location,  fuel  volatility, fuel and  air  temperatures,  and 
type of fuel nozzle on altitude  limits af  flae prowgationj and the 
effect of jet-nozzle  area on altitude-acceleration  limits. A portion 
of these  data  were  reported  in a preliminary  report  (reference 14) cov- 
ering  the  early  part of this investigation. These data are  included 
herein  together  with  more  recent data to  provide a complete.report of 
this  altitude-start-lng  investigation. 

Engine 

The turbo  jet  engine  used  in t h i s  investigation has sn axial-flow 
compressor,  eight  cylindrical  through-flow  .combustors, and a single- 
stage  turbine. The engine  diameter is 43 inches  and  the  individual 3 
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combustors  have  maximum  diameters of 9- inches, p r o v i m  a combustor 
area  equal to nearly 37 percent of the  engine frontal area.  The  ignftion 
system  is an induction-coil-type  system  producing 800 spark6 per second 
of 0.02 joule per spark. Spark plugs are installed in only two of the 
combustors. Ignition in the  other  combustors  depends on transporting 
the flame from  the  combuetors having spark plugs to the remainder of the 
combustors through  cross-fire  tubes  interconnecting  the  combustors.  The 
cross-fire  tube6 are 7/8 Fnch in diameter. 

3 
8 

The  engine has a nominal thrust  rating of 5000 pounds, and its 
performance  and  starting  characteristics  are  typical of present-day 
a x i a l - f l o w  compressor,  tubular-combustor  turbojet  engines. 

Installation 

The  engine was mounted. Fn an altitude M e r  10 feet in diameter 
and 60 feet long, schematically shown in  figure 1. Screens and air- 
straightening  vanes  are  installed  upstream of the  test  section t o  provide 
a flat  velocit3 p r o f i l e  to the  engfne  inlet. The forward bulkhead  sep- 
mates the  inlet air from the exhaust section asd provides a means of 
maintaining a pressure  difference  across  the  englne.  The  rear buDhead 
serves as a radiation shield and prevents the recirculation of eAaust 
gases  about  the engine. The  exhaust gas f r o m  the  jet nozzle was dis- 
W g e d  into an e-ust diffuser  and  thence through coolers, control 
valves, and exbusters to atmsphere. 

Instrumentation 

Pressure and temperature  fnstrumentation uas installed  before  and 
after  each  component of the  engine as shown in  figure 2. The  instru- 
mentation used in  this  investigation was as follows:  At  station 1, 
eight  total-pressure prObeS.and eight  thermocouples on equaL area6 were 
used in setthg engine ram  pressures and temperature. At station 5, 
two wall static-pressure  orifices  were  used to obtain  combustor  static 
pressures. At station 6, eight  probes (one in each combustor)  measured 
total  pressure  and  temperature  at  the  codxistor  outlet;  the  thermo- 
couples  were  used to determine  the  sequence of ignition of the  combustors. 
At  station 8, four thermocouples  were  average& and used  as  limiting 
temperature  measurements  during  the  engine-acceleration  investigation. 
"he  exhaust  pressure  or  altitude  settings  were made with two etatic- 
pressure  tubes  attached  to  the l i p  of the  Jet nozzle. Also, in each of 
the cross-fee tubes joining combustors 1, 2, and 3, two  total-pressure 
tubes  were  installed  pointing  in  opposite  directions along the cross- 
fire-tube  axis.  These  pressure  measurements were used. to determine the 
direction of flow"in the  c-ss-fire  tubes during .the  investigation of 
flame-propagation  'urnits. 
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Experimental  Variables 
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The  variables  investigated  durFng.this  altitude-starting  investiga- 
tion  are  described in table I. 

Fuel  and  fuel  systems. - The f'uel  used  throughout  most of this 
investigation w a s  a low-volatility  experimental fuel having a 1 pound 
per  square  inch  Reid  vapor  pressure. In order  to  determine  the  effects 
of fuel volatility on ignition  and  flame-propagation  limits, a Fuel  with 
a Reid vapor pressure of 6.2 pounds  per  square  inch was used.  The  fuel 
inspection data for these two fuels are  tabulated in table 11. 

A schematic  diagram of the fuel system  used  is shown In figure 3. 
The  cooler in the  bypass  system  permitted  adjustment of fuel  temperatures. 
A pressure-regulating  valve  upstream of the  throttle  replaced  the  standard 
engine  fuel controb so as to  provlde  more-sensitive  control  of fuel flows 
at  the l o w  fuel  rates  required  for  starting.  Fuel  temperature was 
measured  by an iron-constantan  thermocouple in the fuel l ine downstream 
of the  cooler  and  checked undq starting  flow  conditions  by  another 
thermocouple  mounted  Just  .upstream of the  f'uel  distributor.  Although 
duplex  fuel  nozzles  were  standard  equipment  for  the  engine, a set of 
variable-area fuel nozzles  and a f'uel distributorwere  used during the 
early  phases of the  investigation  in an attempt  to  improve  the fuel 
atomization  and  to pro~de.equa1 fie1  distribution  to  the  combustors. 
Even  wfth  this  system  the  results  were  often  difficult  to  reproduce  when 
cold fuel. was used. This difficulty was attributed  to  excessive  friction 
of movlng parte of the  nozzle;  therefore,  the  variable-area fuel nozzles 
were replaced  with emall simplex fuel nozzles (5 @/hr tips)  which 
produced  more  consistent  spray  patterns and atomization  and  improved  the 
reproducibility of the  starting  data. The simplex  Fuel  nozzles  were 
used throughout  the  high-spark-energy  phase  of  the  investigation.  The 
fuel  nozzles  used  in  each  phase of the  investigation  are  Indicated  in 
table I and on esch figure presenting  research  results. 

Ignition  systems. - The.stea&ard  engine  ignition  system,  schematically 
represented in figure 4(a), was an induction-ttye  ignition  source  which 
discharged 800 sparks per second  at  approximately 0.02 Joule per  spark .... 

through A.C. F-67 spark plugs. In order.to.determine  the  effects of' 
spark  energy and spark-repetition  rate on ignition  limits,  the  high-energy 
capacitance-type  ignition  system shown diagrammatically in figure  4(b) 
was constructed.  For  this  investigation,  the  voltage  indicated  by  the 
peak voltmeter was held  constant  at 10,OOO volts.  Spark plugs used  with 
this  ignition  system  were of. two  ty-pes (1) standard A. C. F-19. spark  plugs, 
and (2) opposed  spark  plugs.  The  opposed spark..plugs consisted of two 
electrodes  spaced lao apart and  installed so as to provide a 0.11-inch 
gap  located on the  center  line of the  combustor 5 inches  downstream of 
the  fuel-nozzle  tip.  Originally  the  electrodes  were  constructed from 
3/16-inch heavy w a l l  stainless-steel .tub$=, but these were later  replaced 
with 3/16-inch  Inconel rod to  retard  erosion. e-. t$a .consequent  widening 
of the  spark gap. 

.. 
- -- 

V 

. . .  . .  " 
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For  comparative  purlpses, a second  capacitance-type  ignition system, 
which was being  developed  commercially, was investigated.  This  unit was 
operated  at four. spark-energy  levels  at 4 to 7 sparks per second and at 
a spark potential of 1000 volts.  The  spark plugs used  with  this  system 
were A.C.  F-19 plws. 

Spark-energy  measurements. - The  values  for spark energy  released 
and  repetftion  rate for both  the  induction and low-voltage  commercial 
systems  were  supplied  by  the  manufacturer.  Determination of spark  energy 
for the  high-voltage  Fpacitance  system was initially  calculated  by 
using  the known capacitance of the  condensers  and  the  voltage  as  indicated 
by  the  peak  voltmeter shown in the  circuit  diagram of figure 4(’b). How- 
ever,  these  measurements  were  found to be  in  serious  error,  because  the 
condensers  apparently  did  not  completely  discharge,  and  there were appre- 
ciable  losses i n  the  ignition  harnesses  and  connectors. In order to 
determine  the  energy  dissipated  at  the spark gap, a calorimeter was 
developed  that may provide a. standard means of measuring spark energy 
at  the  spark gap. A schematic diagram of the  calorimeter is presented 
in figure 5. Because  the  measurement of electric surges of short  duration, 
such as a condenser  discharge into a spark gap, was difficult to measure 
by voltage  and  amperage, a comparison was made of the  heat  output of the 
spark discharge  with  that  of a heater con where -the electric power inputs 
did  not  surge  and  were  stmple-td  measure.  The  spark was contained In a 
wu-insaated container of extremely l o w  heat  capacity  (fig. 5 (a) ) , 
where  the  heat  output of the-spsrk was indicated by a resistance  ther- 
mometer.  The  indication of the  resistance  thermometer was duplicated  by 
the  heat  output of a heater  coil  where  the  power  input was measured by a 
wattmeter  (fig. 5(b)), thus  determining  the  power  input of the  spark  from 
the  measured  power  input to the  heater  coil.  The  heater eoil was made of 
w a n i n  wire  to  reduce  the  variation of power  input  that  would  accompany 
any change  af con resistance  caused by a temperature  change. In order to 
obtain  more  accurate  spark-energy  measurements,  especially  at low energy 
levels,  the  heat  capacity  of  the  calorimeter was kept to a l o w  value.  Thus 
instead  of  using  stan-d  plugs a. the  calorimeter,  l/2-inch  lengths of the 
center  electrodes  were  connected  to  the  ignition leads so as to form a 
uniform  gap of 0.11 inch. All measurements  made by the  calorimeter  were 
obtained  at  approximately  sea-level  pressure  and  temperature. 

Ignition 

As w&s shown in  the  tabulation of experimental  variables,  two pro- 
cedures  were  used in obtaining  engine  altitude-ignLtion  limits.  Primarily 
these  procedures  were  associated  with  the  method of throttle  manipulation 
during an attempt to obtain  ignition. 
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Variable-throttle  ignition. - With  variable-throttle  ignition,  the 
altitude  pressure was set-in  the  exhaust  portion af the.altitude  chamber, 
and  compressor-inlet  pressure  and  temperature  were  adJueted  to  simulate 
a particular  flight  speed assuming8  lOQ-percent.r~-pressure recovery 
to  the  englne.  The  fuel  .circulatfng  through  the  fie1  c6oler- was adjusted 
to equal the  compressor-inlet-air  temperature. The engine windmilling 
speed was stabflized  &Ad  the  engine  windmilled  freely  at  the  desired 
compressor-iflet  temperature  for  approximately 2 minutes to allow  the 
temperature of engine  parts to stabilize. . 5 e n  the  ignition was swi'cched 
on and the  throttle slowly opened  until  ignitkon was obtained  or  until 
a fuel flow sufficient  to. emure a mixture w e l l  above  stochiometric in 
the combustion  zone was obtained,  after  which  the  throttle was slowly 
closed.  The  entire  throttle  manipulation was timed in order  to  complete 
the cycle in 3Q seconds, at which  time  the ignition w&s automatically 
cut  off.  Although  this  method was shple. and gave  reasonably  reproducible 
results,  it was not  particularly  adaptable  to an aircraft  automatic  control 
system,  in  which  it  would  be  desirable  to  have a simple.]schedule of fGed 
flow rates  for  each  flight  coqdition. 

- 
. .  . 

. .  
" . 

- 

Fixed-throttle  ignition. - In order  to  simulate  more  accurately 
starting  with an automati-c  control  system,  near  optimum f'uel flow was; 4 -  

determined  for  altitudes  above 35,000 feet.  These  fuel flow6 were  then 
fixed  for  each  flight condition as pirt of the  starting  procedure.  The 
fixed-throttle  starting  procedure  consisted of establishing  altFtude and J 

ram  pressures  and-engine-inlet  air  and fuel temperatures  as  before.  The 
fuel was then  set  at  the  predetermined fuel flow and the  ignitlon  turned 
on  for 30 seconds.  With  each  starting  system,  several-attempts  were 
made to obtain  ignltion  at  each  simulated  flight  condition.  The  flight 
condition m s  designated as an ignitable  flight  cond2bion only if  ignitrlon 
was established  for  each  of  the  several  attempts to obtain  ignition.  The 
altitude  increments  investigated  varied  from 2000 to 5000 feet. 

Flame  Propagation 

The  flame-propagation phase of  the  investigation was carried  out  by 
going  through a normal ignition  procedure  and  noting  the  sequence of . 

flame propa&ation on the  gages.  connected-.ta  the  thermocouples  in  each 
combustor  exit.  Unless all burners  were  ignited  within 30 seconds,  flame 
propagation was considered  incomplete. . .  

Acceleration 

The time  require& for acceleration was determined  by going through 
8 normal  starting  procedure,  completely  igniting al l  burners, and then 
manipulating  the  throttle  to  hold  limiting hi l -p ip6  temperature  as  near 
as possible.  The  acceleration  time was taken  as  the  time from the  instant 
flame  propagation wa6 complete to all burners  until 75 percent of rated- 

k 

;r 
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speed  was  reached.  Engine sped was liglted  tO.almut 75 percent of rated 
speed  by  the  flow  rate of the  simplex  fuel  nozzles  used  during  the major 
portion  of  this-investigation. 

As pointed  out  earlier, a complete  start of a multicombustor 
turbojet  engine i s  composed  of  three  distinct  phases,  namely: (I) estab- 
lishing  ignition in the  ccmbustors having ignition  sources  such 88 spark 
plugs, (2) propagation  of  flame  .from  the  ignited  combustors to the 
remaining  combustors through the  interconnecting flame tubes,  and 
(3) acceleration  from  the  starting  engine  speed  to a u s e m  speed.  The 
altitude  limits  for  each  phase of the  altitude  start are shown in  fig- 
ure 6 for the  engine  in  the  standard  configuration,  except  that  variable- 
area  fuel  nozzles  were  used in place  of  the  standard aUplex nozzles. 
Acceleration of the  rotor in an arbitrarily  selected maximum time of 
1 minute  restricted  altitude'  starting to 14,000 feet  at a flight  Mach 
number of 0.20. As flight  Mach  number  was  increased,  the  starting  limit 
increased to 29,000 feet  at a flight Mach number  of 0.41. At  flight 
Mach  numbers  greater  than 0.4l failure to obtain  ignition  imposed  the 
limiting  altitude  at  which a s t a r t  could be made and  reversed  the  trend 
exhibitedby  the  acceleration  limit;  until  at a flight  Mach  number of 0.8, 
starting was limited to sea-level  conditions.  The  rapid  decay of the 
altitude-ignition  limit as flight  Mach  number  increased w&s attributed 
to the  increased  air  velocity  through  the  combustor  which  accompanied 
an increased windmilling engine  speed. The flame-propagation  limit was 
high  enough (30,000 ft)  to  exceed  either  the  ignition or acceleration 
limits  at all flight Mach numbers  and  therefore  did  not  restrict  engine 
starting.  Nevertheless,  if  the  altitude-starting limit is to be  raised 
to an altitude of about 50,000 feet,  which  is  near  the  altitude  operating 
limit of most  current  engines,  then all three  phases of the  engine  start 
must  be  improved.. 

Altitude  Ignitlon 

Such  factors  as codustor configuration,  operational  conditions, 
and  Fuel  properties, w h i c h  affect  ignition in gas-turbine  engines,  have 
been  individually  investigated  (references 1 to 13). From these  investi- 
gations  the follouing criteria for good  combustor  ignition  characteristics 
have  evolved: (1) high  pressure  and  temperature  and low velocity  in  the 
ignition  zone; (2) a fuel-vapor  to  air  mixture  near  stoichiometric i n  
the  spark-plug  gap,  which  requires  both a relatively  volatile andwell- 
atomized  fuel3 (3) absence in the  ignition  zone of large  quastities  of 
liquid  fuel  tha-6  tend  to quench any  initiated  combustion; (4) a wen- 
formed  spray  pattern  over  the  starting  speed  range and under  the  lowest 
fuel  temperatures likely to be  encountered;  and ( 5 )  sufficient  spark 
energy  for  ignition at the  existing  pressure,  temperature,  and  velocity 
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conditions.  The  application of these  Criteria to improvement  of  the .: : . . ;.-- . -. 

altitude-ignition  limit of the  engine  whose  altitude-starting l i m i H . s  
shown in  figure 6 is described  .in  the f o l b d . n g  -p&ragraphs. 

" - .. 

. 

" 

Effect  of  f'uel'volatility. - In view of the  need  of  vaporized 
fuel for  ignition,  it  would  be-  expe-cted  that  bhen  fuel khtility is 

. .  

increased,  with  the  consequent  increase In evq,poration  rate,  the fuel- 
air  mixture  would  generally be less  difficult  to  ignite..  The  improvement - .. 

in altitude-ignition  limit  when  the fuel volatility was increased  from 
1.0 to 6.2 poimds per  squkre.ifich  Reid-vapor..pressure -irli .shown  in  fig-. 
w e  7. At a flight  Mach  number  of 0.4, the  incre8se.d fuel volatility 
increased  the  altitude  limit  by 15,000 feet.  At  higher-.fltght Mach 
numbers  the  improvement was lesa  significant. 

. . . - - . . 

A highly volatile  fuel,.however,  leads  to  addLtiona1  problems  in 
flight;.  for  unless  the  fuel tgnhs are  pressurized, a large  percentage 
of  the  fuel  can  be  lost  by  boiling  off  the wre volatile  fuel  fractions 
at  the low pressures  existing  at  altitude,.. ! h i s  loss  rmt o n l y  reduces 
aircraft  range,  but  the  advantage  of  the  more  volatile  fuel  is  lost as 
the  more  volatile.  fractions boil. away.  For  .this  reason  there  is  at 
present a trend  towards  less  volatile  fuels  for  turbojet  engines;  and 3 .. 

in  order to cover  the  more  adverse  conditions far starting,  the 1 pound 
per  square  inch  Reid  vapor  preasure  fuel+was used throughout  the  remainder . .. . - 
of  the  investigation. 

" 

.. " 

Effect-of fuel  and  air  temperatures. - Because  the  rate  of  evapora- 
tion of fuels  decreases  with  decreasing  temperature, a reduction  in 
fuel  and  air  temperahres -would be  expected -to lower altitude-ignition 
limits.  The  effects of independently  varying fuel &engine  inlet-air 
temperatures  at a  FligheMach number of 0.6 are shown in  figure 8. AB 
either fuel or  air  temperature was decreased,  there was a progressive 
decrease  in  altitude-ignition  limit. A reduction in fuel  temperature 
from 30° to -2O F generally  reduced  the  altitude-ignition  limit  less 
than 5000 feet; but-when  the  fuel  temperature was reduced  to -300 F, a 
very  abrupt  lowering  of  the  altitude  limit was found  wlth  engine  inlet- 
air  temperature  lower  than Oo F. This abrupt  reduction in altitude  limit 
was first  believed  to  result  from a deterioration of atomization as the 
fuel  viscosity  increased.  The-  fuel i;;iscosity ir icr-ase, In -turn, resulted 
f r o m  the  lowered heat transfer from the  fuel  to .%h e  fuel  nozzle at the 
lower  air  temperatures.  The  higher  viscosity  would  tend  to  reduce  the 
energy in the  fluld  stream  available  for  atomization;  fkrthermore,  the 
cold Fuel nozzle  might  cause-binding of the  moving  parts. A subsequent 
visual  examination of the  spray  cone on the flow bench.with  cold  fuel, 
however,  did  not  reveal any differences in spray pattern.  Additional 
evidence  that  the  nozzle was operating  satisfactorily was found  in  that 
at  sea-level  static  condltions  ignition  was  obtained  with  fuel  and  air 
temperatures  as low as -50° F (the  limit of the  refrigeration  system  for 
the air  flows  requirgd). It is  concluded  that  fuel-spray  pattern and 
nozzle  binding were hot responsible  for  the  abrupt  drop  in  ignirtion U t .  
In all  probability,  ignition  was  of a  borderline.-Gture and at  the  lower 
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'I 
fue l  and air temperatures and resultant lower vaporization  rates , the 
high a i r   ve loc i t ies  through the conibustor at the 0.6 flight Mach number 
swept the  vaporized  fuel from the combustor before an ign2table  fuel- 
vapor and air mixture could  be  established. A t  sea- level   s ta t ic  con- 
ditions,  the  longer  residence time (lower a5.r ve loc i ty   in   the  combustor 
at engine c r m i n g   s p e e a )  anowed the  establishment of a combustfble 
fuel-vapor and air mixture which i s  ignitable  at   the  existing  pressure 
level  i n  the coribustor. 

- 

Effect of  spark-gap immersion. - Ingection of =quid fuel in   the  
form of a hollow cone into the engine combustor results i n  B very strati- 
f ied   fue l -a i r  mixture. If the s&k electrodes  are   direct ly   in  the 
l iqu id   fue l  stream, igition is  d i f f i cu l t  because of the  quenchingaction 
of  the fuel .  If the spark electrodes are too far from the  fuel-spray 
cone, the mixture may be too lean  for  ignition. In order t o  explore 
this effect ,  the spark plug was moved both  fore and aft of  i t s  standard 
location. In the nominally 7Finch-diameter combustor l iner ,  the spark 
gap was 2 inches downstream of the fuel-nozzle t i p  and penetrated into 
the   l iner  far enough'h be"Jus€ Tdide  the nominal f'uel-spray cone 

dome and with the spark gap outside  the  fuel-spray cone, the  a l t i tude 
ignit ion w a s  much poorer than in  the  standard  location. When the spark 
plug was moved 2-inGheS far ther  downstream, s ta r t ing  was be t t e r  than it 
was with the dome location  but  .not a s  good as  with the standard location. 
At the  standara  location, the spark gap was progressively  inserted 
radial ly   into  the combustor u n t i l  the combustor center line was reached 
(reference  14). Each increased  increment of  immersion appreciably 
increased the alt i tude-ignition limits. I n  the present  investigation 
the spark electrodes were lengthened to move the s p r k  gap t o  the center 
l ine  of the combustor, and t-h improvement in   a l t i tude-igni t ion limit i s  
shown in   f igure 9. At flight Mach numbers of 0.4 and below, there was 
no improvement in   a l t i t ude  ligtsj but a t  the higher f l i g h t  Mach numbers, 
appreciable improvements were obtained. A t  0.8 flight Mach number, 
moving the spark gap to   the  center   l ine of the cornbustor raised  the 
alt i tude-ignition l i m i t  f r o m  about sea-level  conditions t o  20,000 feet .  

1 

r of 120°. With the spark plug moved far ther  upstream in to   the  combustor 

m 

This improvement may indicate that at  the low flight Mach numbers 
fue l  vapor w a s  present  in  sufficient  quantit ies  at   both  locations because 
of the  relatively lox a i r   ve loc i t i e s   i n  the combustor. A t  the  higher 
flight Mach numbers %he fue l  vapor was swept away from the spark gap 
by the higher combustion-chamber velocities  at  the  standard  location; 
whereas, it was afforded a more sheltered  region for fuel-vapor accumula- 
t ions and ignition a t  the center  location. 

* Effect of spark energy. - It would be expected that deficiencies 
i n  atomization,  vaporization, and in fuel-vapor and a i r  mixture, or  
excessive  velocities o r  low temperatures  could be par t ia l ly  overcome by 

shown in  figure  4(b) was therefore  constructed t o  investigate  the 
effects of  spark energy on alt i tude  ignit ion.  The capacitance-ty-pe 

Y increased  spark  energy. The high-energy  capacitance ignit ion system 
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ignition  unit  allowed-aiincrease of several  hundred  times  the  energy 
per  spark  obtainable  from  the  standard  induction-type  ignition unit. 
Obviously,  to  construct  an  induction-  type  unit to produce-  the  same 
energy  per  spark would requLre a unit many times  the size and  weight of 
the  capacitance  system. 

In  the  early  phase of the  high-energy  ignition  investigation,  results 
were  quite  erratic. In order  to  improve  reproducibility,  the  variable- 
area  fuel  nozzles  were  replaced  with  5-gallons-per-hour-tip  simplex  fuel 
nozzles,  as  it was thought  that  the moving parts in the  variable-area 
nozzles  might  be  sticking  under  the  cold  altitude-starting  conditions. 
Some  difficulty was also  experienced  with  arcing  in  the-standard  spark- 
plug  cable  connectors. Two spark  plug8  containing on ly  center  electrodes 
were  then  installed  in  each of the  two  igniting  combustors.  They  were . 
placed  about 140' apart in the  combustor  shell, so that  the  electrodes 
came  together  in  the  center  of  the  combuktor to form the  spark  gap. The 
"hot"  ignltion  lead was then  soldered to the  center  electrode of one 
plug,  and  the  other  electrode was grounded.  The  soldered  joint was 
covered  with  Saran  tubing filled with a silicone  compound  to  prevent 
corona  losses.  These  changes  improved  the  reproducibility.  With this 
configuration,  the  spark-energy  output.requlred  for  ignition as altitude 
was increased  is shown in  figure 10 for a constant  flight  Mach  number 
of 0.6. The  altitude-ignition lidt increased  rapidly  from 35,000 feet 
at 0.23 joule  per  spark  to 45,ooO feet  at 0.5 joule  per  spark. Approxi- 
mately 1.4 joules  per  spark  appeared  necessary  to  obtain  ignition  at  an 
altitude of 50,000 feet. Any further  altitude  increase  appeared  quite 
difficult  to  realize, for it was not possible to obtain  ignition  at 
55,000 feet  with  the  highest  available spmk energy  (about 3.7 j). 

For  comparison,  the  altitude-ignition  limits  ofthe stankd 
induction-type  ignition  system  wLth  both  the  standard  and f u l l y  immersed 
spark-gap  locations  are shown in  figure 9 to  be l5,ooO and 25,000 feet, 
respectively. This comparison is of particular  interest,  inasmuch  as 
the  standard  induction system with 800 Sparks per secod and 0.02 joule 
per  spark  or 16 watts (8OaW.02 = 16 j/sec = 16 w) provided  ignition  to 
only  25,000 feet as compared  with 50,000 feet  for  about-1.4  watts f r o m  
the  capacitance  ignition  system. This comparison  indicates  the  possi- 
bility of 8 25,000-foot-lmprovement  in  ignftion  limit,  if  the  low  spark 
energy  were  increased at the  expense of the  high  repetition  rate. 

Effect of spark-repetition  rate on power  required for ignition. - The 
effect of spark-repetition  rate-on  the spark energy  required to provide 
ignition  at  an  altitude of 50,000 feet  at a flight.Mach  number of 0.6 is 
shown i n  figure  U(a).  At a spark-repetition  rate of 1 spark per eecond 
these  data  indicate  that 2.14 joules  per spark a-e required.to  produce 
ignition.  However,  the  large  increments of spark energy (1.03 to 
2.14 j/spark)  imposed  by  the  condensers  built ink the  high-energy 
ignition  system  did not permit  accurate  determfnation of the  energy 

1 

". 
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required f o r  ignition.  Ektrapolation by several  different  methods  showed 
that  ignition  could  be  obtained  at  the  50,000-foot  0.6"ach-number  con- 
dition  with  approximately 1.4 joules.per spark at 1 spark  per  second 
(fig.  ll(a)).  These  values  are also in agreement  with  the  data  of  fig- 
ure 10. When spark-repetition  rate wa8 increased to 188 sparks per 
second,  the  energy  required  for  ignition  decreased to 0.34 joules per 
spark. "he  predominant  effect o f  spark  energy  is  evident  from  the 
188:l increase in spark-repetition  rate  required to offset a 4:l decrease 
in  spark  energy. 

The  advantage of l o w  repetition  rate  is  more  forcibly  denonstrated 
in  terms  of  the  power  required  for  ignition  (fig. l l ( b ) ) .  Of course, 
power  requirements.should  be  kept low to  keep  the  battery k i n  to a 
minimum.  At a spark-repetition ra€e of 188 sparks per second,  the  power 
required  to  establish  igpition w a ~  62 watts,  whereas on ly  1.4 watts 
were  required  at J- spark per  second. It is therefore  apparent  that  use 
of' a combination  of  high spark energy and low repetition  rate will pro- 
duce  ignition  for  the minimum expenditure  of power. 

The  advantage of the high energy - l o w  repetition  rste  combination 
is  un&ubtedly a result  of  the high concentration  of  energy,  which can 
locally vaporize  fuel,  overcome  the  disadvantage  of  nonideal  fuel-vapor 
and  air  mixtures, and establish a sufpiciently strong  flame  front  to 
propagate  to all parts  of  the . .  burner. 

Comparison of performance of two  high-energy  ignition  units. - The 
advantage of high-energy - low  spark-repetition-rate  ignltion  units has 
been shown. Obviously  there  are many details of desi&  that can be 
varied. In addltion to the  NACA-designed  high-energy  system, a unit 
being  developed  commercially was made available to the NACA; and  the 
performance of these  two  units w&s compared.  The  commercial  development 
unit  used a low-energy  15,ooO-volt spark to  ionize  the  spark  gap,  and 
after  the  gap w a s  ionized  the  high-energy spark was discharged at  about 
1000 volts.  Several  condensers  which  were  available  for this unit  allowed 
sprk-discharge  energies frors 1.24 to 4.75 .Joules  per spark. The  sgarking 
rate was controlled  by a sealed  spark  gap  that  provided  approximately 
7 sparks per second  and  discharged  through a standarl A.C. F-19 spark 
plug. The  10,000-volt l'iACA unit  (schematically  shown in fig.  4(b)) was 
also adjusted  to  produce 7 sparks  per  second  but was discharged  through 
the  3/16-inch-dimeter  electrodes  with  the spark gap  located  at  the 
center  of  the  combustor. A comparison  of  the  performance of the two 
units  is  presented in figure 12. At  the  lower spark energy, 1.24 joules 
per  spark,  of the unit  being  developed f o r  commercial  purposes,  ignition 
wa8 possible to 42,500 feet;  whereas  the 10,000-volt or  high-voltage 
unit  provided  ignition to 50,000 feet  with  the  same  spark  energy. The 
advantage of the  high-voltage.systern  over  the  commercial  system  is 
attributed %o the  center-of-combustor spark-gag location.  However,  at 
the  higher spark energies,  the  commercial  system  produced  ignition  limits 
equal  and  possibly  superior  to  those of the  high-voltage  systems. 
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Because of  the effects  of  spark-gap location and spark-electrode 
size, a direct comparison af the.two  ignition systems is  impossible. 
However, with  either system with..spark  energies of about 3 .7  joules per. 
spark. and a t  7 .sparks per secon&-: ignition was pos.s.i.ble to. 53,000 fee t  
under the  quite  adverse  conditions imposed by uttie of a coxa lox volat i le  
fbel and a relatively high flight Mach number.. .. 

It is of  interest  that early in the  progr&,-altit.ude  ignition was 
obtained t o  an  altitude of 60 ,OO feet a t  a flight Mach  number of 0.6 
with 3 .7  joules per spark a t .  7 sparks ger second. Tjx? 60,000-foot 
i a i t i o n  m s  obtained with 3/16-inch-diameter heavy wall Inconel  tubing 
a8  the  electrodes. The rapid  erosion of the tubing  greatly  reduced system 
re l iab i l i ty ,  and the  tubing was replaced with 3/16-inch  rod, which 
resulted i n  the leering of the  i&nition ii&t ' f o  53,000 -feet.- 

. .  

Effect of f l i gh t  Mach  number. - It ha8 been shown that with  the 
standard-engine lo+eiiergy s ' p r k  'eystem the effect of inweasing  f l ight  
Mach  number was to  decrease  rapidly  the  altitude  at which ignition could 
be obtained, and that at  0.8 f l i gh t  Mach  number ignition wm not  possible 
except at sea-level  conditione. Moving the  spark gap t o  the center of 
the COmbUBtOr raised the  ignition limit from sea level  to 20,000 feet. 
The errect   of   f l ight  Mach  number with  the high-energy system (10,000 v, 
3 . 7  j/spark, 7 spwks/sec) i s  shown i n  figure 13. The characterist ic 
decrease in  altitude-ignition limit is again  apparent as flight Mach 
number was  increased from 0.4 t o  1.0. A t  flight Mach number of 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8 and 1 .O tkie corr.espondi.iig arti-tuae 1Wti.y.w-ee 5Si000, 53,000, 
47,000 and 46,000 3'ee-t respectively. As fli@;ht h c h  numbek was . 

increased f r o m  1.0 t o  1 .2 ,  the  altitude-ignition limit rose  rapidly 
from 46,000 t o  56,000 feet. This improvement w a s  a result of rapidly 
increasing combustor pressure and temperature, which  overcame the  adverse 
effects of high a i r  velocit ies and high  turbulence. 

~ .. . 

. .  

The reversal   in  trend of the  ignit ion limit xith  increasing  f l ight . 

Mach  number i s  importanty fo r  it shows that the  high  subsonic  inter- 
ceptors and bombers will have the greatest difficulty  obtaining  ignition 
when there is combustor blow-out or when additional  engines  are  to be 
started t o  i nc reaE . f l i gh t  speed. On the  other hand, it is apparent that 
englnes of this type wi l l .be  more easily ignited at-supersonic f l i gh t  
speed8 than a t  subsonic  speeds. 

Effect of ignition  harness and connectors. - Data thus far considered 
have shown that the most eff ic ient  system for  providing  ignition  to 
a l t i tudes up to  50,000 f ee t  would have a low spark-repetition rate and . .  

a high spark energy of 3 t o  5 joules  per spark in  the  spark gap. In  
order  to  provide the required spark e n e r a  at the spark gap, system losses 
must be carefully  considered. O f  particular  interest  are the  large  losses 
inherent in the  ignirtion harness and its connectors. A s  previously 
mentioned, the  ignition harness supplied  with.  the  engine proved unsatis- 
factory when high-energy capacitor  discharges Were introduced  into  the 
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. 
harness  because of losses  encountered in both  the  connectors  and  the 
cable.  The  losses i n  the  connectors  were a result  of high electric 
resistance of the par ts  and  the  presence of corona  at high altitude. 
The  connectors  were  filled  with a silicone  compound to eliminate  air 
spaces  around  the  high-voltage  electric  conductors and thus  prevent 
corona.  But  the  design of the  connectors was -hot conducive to easy 
purging of the  air  spaces,  and air pockets  frequently  existed.  Thus 
corona  losses  reduced the spark'energy  at  the spark Qapj and in some 
cases the  silicone  compound  apparently  decomposed and short-circuited 
the spark plug,  which  prevented  further discharges at  the spark gap. 
The  shielded  cable also introduced  large  losses  as a result  of high 
electric  resistance. In order  to  determine  the  magnitude 02 the  resist- 
ance bsses, a standard 3-foot cable without connectors with a resistance 
of approximately 1.2 ohms and a special3-foot  cable  of 0.007 ohm were 
compared  by m e a n s  of the  calorimeter  shown  in  figure 5. Power was 
supplied  by a capacitor  charged to 1000 volts and discharged  once  each 
second.  The  energy  measured  at  the  spazk gap with  the  standard  cable 
was 1.2 joules per spark, while 4.8 Joules  per spark were  obtained  when 
the  special  cable was used. Additional  losses  would  have  occurred if 
the  standard  connectors  had  been used, because  the.spring  contactors 

Thus the  spark  energy  available  at  the  spark gap may be .more  than  quad- 
rupled if the  standard  ignition  harness is-rephcedby harness of low 
electric  resistance. 

I on the  cigarette  tips  each  have a resistance of approximately 0.2 ohm. 

. 
Flame  Propagation 

After  ignition  is  established in one or more  combustors  containing 
ignition  devices, the second  phase  of a successful s t a r t  is  to  obtain 
propagation of flame  from  the  ignited to unignited  combustors  through 
the  interconnecting  cross-fire  tubes. 

In order  to  gain a better  understanding  of  the f l o w  conditions 
involved in flame  propagation,  two  cross-fire taes in  one  combustor 
were  instrumented  as  shown  by the sketch i n  figure 14. The  differential 
of  two  total-pressure  probes  located in each  tube was traced  on  an 
oscillograph so that a positive  value  represented  flow f r o m  the  ignited 
to the  unignited  combustor,  while  negative  values  indicated  the  reverse. 
A tracing  of  the  oscillograph-data  of an attempted  start at 45,000 feet 
and a flight Mach  number of 0.6 is shown in figure 14. The  initial 
outlet  temperature was the same for  each  burner,  but  the  traces  have 
been  separated  for  clarity.  Because  the  spark plug was located in 
combustor 2, the  first  indication  of  temperature  rise  occurred i n  com- 
bustor 2 and  at  approximately 0.9 second  after  energizing  the  ignition 

conibustor 2 into  combustors 1 and 3, respectively, was indicated on the 
oscillograph  trace.  After 8 seconds  had  elapsed,  the  discharge  tempera- 

I system.  At  the same-time a velocity in cross-fire  tubes A and B from 

. ture f r o m  combustor 2 and  the  velocities in both  cross-fire t d e s  had 
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gradually  increased-.to  considerably  higher  values. It is  therefore 
evident  that  the flow through  the  cross-fire  tubes  is  established  as a 
result of ignition in a particular  combustor  which  gives a small rise 
in  pressure  level  in  the  ignited  combustor.  The  pressure  differential 
between-the  ignited  combustors  and  uniepited  combustors  results in the 
flow  of  ignited  gases thmugh the  cross-fire  tubes  to  Ignite  the  adjacent 
combustors. 

Referring  again  to.figure 14, combustor  l.ignlted  after  approximately 
9 seconds,  at  which  time  the  velocity in tube B again  increased;  but 
because  the  pressurewas nearly equalized  between  combustors I and 2, 
the  velocity Fn cross-fire  tube A decreased  essentially  to  zero.  .After 
18 seconds  combustor"3  ignited,  and  the velocity.thmugh cross-fire 
tube B was also  r&duced.tcl nearly zero. If the  traces had been  con- 
tinued  for  several  minutes  to  allow  the  temperatures to equalize  in all 
three  combustors,  the  velocity.  through  cross-fire  tubes A and B would 
have  been  entirely  eliminated. 

The  gases  flowing  through  the  cross-fire-tubes  obviously  must  be 
capable  of  supporting  combustion, and the  6ucces8 of the  flame-propagation 
process  is  therefore  subject  to  the  mixture  and  quenching  variable pre- 
viously  dlscussed in connection  vith  ignition.  It has also  been shown 
in  Laboratory  tests  that  the  flammability  limits  of a mixture  are  greatly 
influenced bythe quenching  action of cold walls of smaJ.1  tubes  (ref- 
erence 7). Because  the  cross-fire tubes were  only 7/8 inch  in  diameter 
in  the  engine usedInthis investigation,  and  the  altitude  propagation 
limited  to  only 30,000 feet  (fig. 6 ) ,  cross-fire-tube  diameter was 
investigated as a means of raising  the  altitude-propagatton  limits of 
the  engine. 

-. " . - -  

. .  
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Effect  of  croes-fire-tube  diameter. - The  cross-fire-tube  diameters 
were  increased f r o m  the  standard  engine  7/8-inch  diameter to @ and then 
to 2 inches in diameter.  The  altitude  fl&ne-propigatlon  limit:  for  these 
configurations  are  shown  in figme l5 far a range of flight  Mach  numbers. 
The increase in diameter f r o m  7/8 to 12 inchels  increased  the  altitude 
limits  at  flight  Mach  numbers of 0.4to 0.8 from 30,000 to 45,3000 feet. 
Increasing  the  cross-fire-tube  diameter  to  2.inr.hes.resulted  in  success- 
ful propagation  to  the m a x i m u m  altitude  at  which  ignition wa6 obtainable, 
55,000 feet.  These  propagation  -limits  were.abtai.ned,  however,  by  con- 
siderable  throttle  mkiipulation'with fh&-proggation usually being 
obtained  by  reducing fuel flow momentarily  to a nearly  closed  throttle 
condition.  Such a manipulation  does not lend Itself to  automatic stark 
ing  systems,  however, and an  additional  investigation  should  be  made  to 
determine  the  propagation  limlts with large  cross-fire  tubes  and  the 
same  fuel flows as required  for  ignition. 

8 

. " 

Effect of cross-fire-tube  locatton. - Cross-fire-tube  dttameter has 
been shown to have FL mJor effect on altitude,prqx@ti_qn  Jimfts. It __. 
would  be  expected, &go, that  the of the-cross-fire tubes ulth 

. _  "- 
I 
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respect  to  fuel-spray  path  and  combustor  flame  front  could  also be 
critical.  The  results  of an investigation of axial  location of the 
cross-fire  tube is shown  in  figure 16. As the  2-inch-diameter  cross- 
fire  tube was moved  from  the  standard  engine  cross-fire-tube  location 
(5 in.  downstream of the  fuel-nozzle  tip) to 7.5 and 10 inches  downstream 
of the  fuel-nozzle  tip,  there was a progressive  drop  in  propagation 
limits  from  about 55,000 to an average  altitude  of 45,000 feet. In an 
earller  investigation  the  cross-fire  tubes  had  been  moved  up  into  the 
combustor dome, where  it was found  that  flame  propagation was impossible 
at any altitude  apparently  because of a complete  absence  of  flame  near 
the  liner wall in this  region. In  the 9zinch combustor  under  investiga- 
tion  and with a fuel  nozzle having a  nodnal fuel-spray  cone angle of 
120°, it  is  concluded  that  the  5-inch  location is neaz optimum  for high- 
altitude  propagation. 

Effect of fuel  atomization  and fuel volatility. - The  requirement 
of a near  stoichiometric  fuel-vapor  and  air  mixture  with a minimum of 
unvaporized fuel for  rapid  intense  flame  propagation  points to the 
importance  of fuel volatility  and  atomization  as  probable  factors  in 
the  flame-propagation  altitude lhits. The  effect of fuel  volatility 
is shown in  figure 17, where  the  increase  in  Reid vapor pressure  from 
1.0 to 6.2 pounds per  square  inch  increased  the  propagation  limit  by 
about 5000 feet  when  the  7/8-inch-dia~eter  cross-fire  tubes and duplex 
fuel  nozzles  were used. The effect of atomization was qualitatively 
investigated by comparing  propagation  limits  with  duplex  fuel  nozzles, 
variable-area- fuel nozzles,  and  5-gallons-per-hour-tip  simplex  fuel 
nozzles  (fig. 18). The  difference i n  propagation  limit was small with 
the  different  nozzles, and in no case was there a difference in flame- 
propagation  limit  greater  than 5000 feet. 

The  primary  factors in providing a reliable  high-altitude,  flame- 
propagation  system  therefore  appear  to be the  use of large-diameter 
cross-fire  tubes, which undoubtedly  should  be  as  short  as  possible  to 
keep  quenching  effects  to a minimum, and the  proper  location of the 
cross-fire  tubes  with  respect  to  the  fuel-spray  pattern  and  the  flame 
f ront . 

Engine  Acceleration 

Effect of altitude  and  flight  Mach  number. - The  third  phase of a 
successful  engine  start is the  acceleration  of  the  engine  rotor  from 
the  speed  at  which  flame  propagation was accomplished  to normal operating 
speeds.  At  sea-level or low-altitude  conditions  the margin of  turbine 
power  for  rapid  acceleration  is desiwed into  the  engine.  At  high 
altitude,  where  the  compressor-inlet-a;lr  density may be  as low as  one- 
tenth  that  at  sea  level,  the  turbine  power  will  have  decreased  by  about 
the  same  ratio;  while at the  me time  the  inertia of the  rotor  ma8se8 
to be  accelerated has not changed. A large  increase in the  time  required 
to  accelerate  the  -ne  to a normal operatag speed may then  be  expected. 
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Figure 19 indicates  that  there  is a rapid  Fncrease i n  time  required  to 
accelerate  the  engine  to 75 percent  of  maximum  speed  as-altitude  is 
increased.  For  example,  at 0.6 flight  Mach  number  the  time  required  for 
acceleration.increase8  from 1.1 to 6 minutes as altitude is increased 
from 45,000 feet to 54,000 feet. 

...... 
. .  

Increased  fligiht  Mach  num)er,  however, has a very  favorable  effect 
on acceleration:  With  the  higher.pressure  ratio  across  the  engine  at- 
high  flight  Mach  numbers,  the  initial  or  engine  windmilling  speed  is 
much  greater  and  requires a smaller speed incrwse- f.r..the  acceleration 
phase of the  start. At an altitude  of 47,000 feet  (fig. 191, the  time 
required  for  acceleration was reduced  from 5 minutes  to 0.9 minute  as. 
flight  Mach  number %S increased  from 0.4 to 0.8.. Time  required for 
acceleration  at  altitude  can  then  be  reduced  by  -diving  the  airplane  to 
increase  fIi-@it Mach number. 

Effectof variable-area  nozzle. - The  time  required  for  engine 
acceleration  at  high  altitudes  is  extremely long, and  requiring the pilotr - - - - -  

to  dive  the  aircraft-  to  reduce  engine  acceleration  time.is  often  imprac- 
ticable.  Since  it  appears  impracticable to reduce  greatly  the  inertia of 
the  engine  rotor,.  the  only  sirnple  method of reducing  acceleration  time 
is  to increase the F e r  obtainable  from  the  turbine.  Since  turbine- 
inlet gas temperatures  cannot  be-increased bemuse of  materid.  limita- 
tions,  it is necessary to increase  the  pressure  drop  across  the  turbine 
by  means of a variable-area  jet  nozzle.  The  effect of i-ncreasing  the 
jet-nozzle  area 40 percent  is  shown in figure 20. At  an  altitude  of 
47,000 feet  and a flight  Mach  number oL0.4,  the  acceleration  time  was 
reduced from 5.0 to 3.0 minutes, a reduction  of 40 percent-.  Even  this 
reduction is insufficient for combat  aircraft;  and  other  methods of 
assisting the engine..acceleratipn, such.@s adjustable  turbine-nozzle . 
blades to increase  turbine power at  very low engine  speeds,  should  be 
explored. 

. .  . -  

. -. - I- 
.. 

"" 

"" 

.... 
. . . .~ . - . . . .  . .  - . .  . .  . .I 

" " 
. "" . ". 

Over-All  Improvements  in  Altitude-Starting  Limit 

The  improvements  in  altitude-starting  limits  made  possible  by some 
" 

of  the  techniques  discussed  in..this  paper will be  demonstrated  by  com- 
parison of' the  standard  engine  and fie1 configuration  altitude-starting 
limits. A comparison  of  standard  and  final  engine  configurations is 
presented in the  following  tablg : 

. -" 
. .  .. . .  

.. -. . . .  . " 

c 
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Item 

Ty-pe of igdtion 

Peak  voltage,  volts 

Sparks per second 

Joules  per spark . " 

Spask plugs 

Spark-gap location 

Fuel nozzles 

Cross-fire-tube  diameter 

Jet  nozzle 

Standard  engine 
equipment 

Induction 

l!j ,000 

800 

0.02 

Champion F-I3 

3/4 in.  inside 
combustor 

7/8 in. 

Fixed 

Final  engine 
equipment 

Capacitance 

10, m 

7 

Opposed  electrodes 

Center  of  combustor 

Simplex 
(5 gal/hr tips) 

2 in. 

Variable 

The  range of altitudes  and  flight  Mach  numbers  over  whfch  altitude 
starts  could  be  obtained is shown in figure 21 by the  area  shaded  with 
the  parallel  lines,  while  the  large  gains in altitude  starting  obtained 
by  these  alterations-  are  represented by the  cross-hatched  area. A 
maximum  time of 1 minute was selected (as in fig. 6) as  the  basis  for 
the  altitude-acceleration  limit.  At a flight  Mach  number  of 0.4 the 
acceleration  limit was plotted for the  engine  with  the  Jet  area  increased 
by 40 percent,  which-indicated an additional  7000-foot-altitude  improve- 
ment as compared  with  the  original  .jet-nozzle  area.  The  flame-propagation 
Urnits  are  not  indicated  for  the  altered  configuration,  because  gltitude 
starting  was  limited only  by ignition  and  acceleration.  Flame  propagation 
was obtained  at all altitudes a t  which  ignition  could  be  achieved. How- 
ever,  high-altitude  flame  propagation  could  not  be  achieved with the  fuel 
f low required  for  ignition  but  required  momentary  throttling to a lower 
fuel  flow.  Finally,  the data of figure 21 show  that  the  configuration 
changes  produced  appreciable  gaTns  in'  the  altitude-starting Umit. At 
0.6 flight  Mach  number  the  starting  limit wan increased f r o m  15,000 to 
43,000 feet, a gain of 28,000 feetj  while  at a flight Mach nmber of 0.8 
the  altitude-starting  limit was increased  from  about sea level to 
47,000 feet. 
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The  present  investigation  shows  methods of improving  the  altitude- 
starting  limits of a turboJet  engine.  At a flight  Mach  number  of 0.6 
the  altitude-starting  limit of the  production-type  turbojet  engine was 
increased  from 15,000 to 43,000 feet,  and  at a flight  Mach  number of 0.8 
the  altitude  limit was increased  from  about  sea  level to 47,000 feet. 
The  improvements in altitude-starting  limit  required  improvement in all 
three  phases of the  engine.start: (1) ignition of the  combustors  con- 
taining  spark plugs, (2) propagation  of flame through  the  cross-fire 
tubes  to  ignite  the  reinaining CombuBtors, and (3) acceleration  from  wind- 
milling  speed  to a useful  rotor  speed. 

Of the  many  variables  investlgated,  increasing  the  spark  energy  at 
the  spark  gap  provided  the  greates-ain in altitude-ignition  limit. 
Replacing  the  engine igni t ien system  which  provided 0.02 joule  per  spark 
and 800 sparks per  second  with a high-energy  capacitance-€ype  ignition 
system  providing 3.7 joules  per  spark  at 7 sparks  per  second  increased 
the  altitude-ignition  limit  from 15,000 t o  53;OOO feet  at 0.6 flight 
Mach  number  and  from  sea  level to 47,000 feet at 0.8 flight  Mach  number. 
In order  to  obtain a high  energy at the  spark'gap, It was necessary  to 
replace  the  standard  ignition  harness  and-connectors with a low- 
resistance  cable  and  low-resistance  connection to the  spark  plugs. It 
appears that emphasis- on low-resistance  ignftion  cables, on low- 
resistance  posftive  contact  connectors,  and on caxe to keep  corona 
losses  to a minimum  is  essential  if  the high energy  from a capacitance 
discharge  system  is t o  reach  and  be  dissipated at the  spark-plug  gap. 

. 
- 

The  propagation oFflame from  combustors  having  spark  plugs  to  the 
remaining  combustors was .limit-e-d  in  the  .original  engine  to  altitudes  to 
30,000 feet. An increase  in  the  cross-fire-tube  diameter  from 718 to 
2 inches  improved  the  flame-propagation  ability  to  the  extent  that 
pr0pagation.coul.d  be  obtained.at . a n y  altitude  at  which  ignition  could 
be  obtained.  Throttle  manipulation,  however, was an important  factur 
in obtaining  high-altitude  flame  propagation. 

Acceleration  of  the  engine  at  high  altitude without exceeding 
limiting  turbine-outlet  temperatures  required  excessive  time  intervals. 
At 47,000 feet  and a flight  Mach  number  of 0.4, 5.0 minutes was required 
to accelerate  the  engine  from  windmilling  speed to 75 percent of maximum 
speed.  The  use  of a variable-area  jet  nozzle  to  increase  the  nozzle 
area 40 percent  during  acceleration  decreased  the  time  required  for 
acceleration  from  the  5.0-minute  interval to 3.0 minutes, a reduction 
of 40 percent. 

.. . - 
- . - -  . .  . -" 

Lewis Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory 

Cleveland,  Ohio 
National Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics 

L 
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Fuel and air 
teqxraturss 

Variable-area 

Cmss---tube diameter 
(0.875 to 2.0 in.) 

Cmsa-fire-tube location 

me1 mkt i l i ty  

I 

I ( f l l  

3taudard L.C. F-67 

3taodard A.C. F-67 

Ipgosad elactroden 

)pgosed elactrodas 
A.C. F-l.9 

Opposed electrodes 

Standard A.C. F-67 

B t a n d a r d  A.C. F-67 

1.2-0.1 

0.6 

?.2-0.1 

0.6 

0 . 6  

0.6 

>.4-1.2 

- 
- 
1-2-1.c 

L4-1.C 

1.1-0.E 

1.4-1.C 

- 
- 
1.2-O.f 

0.4 
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TABIJ3 11 - FUEL INSPECTION DATA -!i?v T 

Cnitial boiling  point 
Fercent  evaporated 

5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

. .  

... . . .. . . .  

F i n a l  boil ing  point 
te,sidue,  percent 
a s s ,  percent 
beezing point, OF 
Iccelerated gum, tug/100 
lir Jet residue, mg/lOO m l  
cromatics, percent by volume, s i l i ca  ge l  
ipeclfic  gravity 
homine number 
leid vapor pressure,  lb/sq in. 
bdrogen-  carbon r a t i o  
ret heat of combustion, Btu/lb 

. .. 

Experimental KCL-F-5624 
1 pound Reid Grade J P - 2  

vapor preseure 

242 
2 7 1  
3-00 
319 
332 
351 
365 
381 
403 
441 
508 
1.0 
0.5 
- 76 

5 
2 

5.70 
0.780 

1 .4  
1.0 

0.170 
18 , 690 

156 
180 
220 
25 2 
282 
312 
344 
3 78 
408 
447 
498 
1.0 
0.5 
.- 76 

””” 

-””- 

””” 

0.760 

6.2 
0.171 

18,720 

””“ 



... . . . .  
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Figure 3 .  - Schematic diagram of fuel system. 
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Peak 
voltmeter 

I 7  
120 'I, 60 cycle 

Trlggerlng 

1 to 500 

c4 .olz p I 
I 

I k'i I ! t 

1 
L" 

Opposed plugs 

. - 
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(a) Setup to determine grid-resistance change of various spark outputs. 

o-llo v 
60 cycle 

(b) S e t u p  to calibrate ep.id-re8istenCe change against hedter-coil power consumption. 

Figure 5. - Schematic aagr8m of system w e d  t o  determine spark energy. 
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Ignition system . . . . . . . .  0.02 j/spark, 800 aparks/sec 
S m k  plus8 ...................... .m- . .  4.C. F-67 
Spark-gap location ..................... Standard 
Spark gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.11 in. 
Fuel nozzles . . . . . . . .  .- . . . . . . . .  Wiable-area 
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 lb/eq in. Reid vapor pressure 
Throttle aontrol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Varied 

0 .a .4 .6 .a 
Plight  k c h  number 

Pigme 6 .  - Altitude-etartlng limits of standard turbojet engine. 

. 
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Ignition system . . . . . . . .  0.02 j / s w k ,  800 sparks/sec 

Spark electrode loca t ion  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Standard 
Spark gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.11 in. 
Fuel nozzles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  VBrFable-area, 
F u e l .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Varied 
Throttle control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Variecl 

Spark plugs . . . . . . . . . . .  ,- . . . . . . . .  A.C. F-67. 

. 
Figure 7 .  - Effect of fuel volatillty on altitude-ignition limits of 

turboJet engine. 
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. 

Ignition system . . , . . . . . 0 -02 J/epark, 800 spark.e/Beu 
sparh plugs . . . . , . , . , , . , . . . Opposed electrodes 
&ark electFode location . . . . , . . . Center of cambustor 

Fuel nozzles . . . . . . . , . . . . , . , , . Variable-area 
Fuel , . . . . . . . . . . , 1 l b / q  7.n.  Reld vapr p r e e m  
Throttle control . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . Varied 
Flight &ch number . . . . . , . I.  . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 

~- - ~- 

Spark gap . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . '. . . 0.17-0.18 in. 

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
m e t - a b  tempere;hu9, 9 

Figure 8. - Effect of engine Inlet-air and fuel temperatures an altltcd.e-ignition 
l W . t e  of turbojet snglne. 
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. 

.2 .4 .6 1.0 
Flight  Mach number 

Figure 9. - Effect of e w k - g a p  immereion on altitude-ignition 
limlta of turbojet engbe.  
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: Figure 10. - meet of spark energy on alt l tde- ignl$~.on 1IIUIts at flrght Mach nmber of 0.6. 

s i  
. .  
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. 

3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

H 
k 6 

;2 

8 a 

i1 m 

0 
(a) Effect of ap8rk-reptltion rate on spark- 



. - ........ ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

m k  p l u m .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  varied 
Bpark-gap locatim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Varied 
aparh~p...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . l I . l ~ .  
Sptwk-repetition rate .; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 s w b / a e a  
Fuel meelee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Simplex 
Throttl.e oorrtrol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fixed 
Susl . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 l b / q  in. Raid vapor ~ S S U ~ S  

. . .  ....... . . .  . . .  
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L 

c 

I 

Ignition system . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.7 j/spark, 7 sparks/seu 

Spark-gap location . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Center of combustor 
spark gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.11 in. 
Fuel nozzle8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Simplex 
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 l b / q  in. Reid vapor presme 
Throttle oontrol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fixed 

. Spark plugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Opposed electrodes 
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Flight  Mach number 

Figure 15. - Effect of cross-fire-tube diameter on flame-propagation limits of 
turbojet  engine with varfEtble-are fuel mzeles ami stamlard cross-fire-tube 

"I --- 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Flight Maoh nmber 

FQure 16. - Effect of oross-fire-tube looation on flame-propagation limits of 
turbojet  engine w i t h  2-inch-diemeter cross-fire tubes a d  variable-area 
fuel nozzles. 
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Fl ight  Mach number 

Figure 18. - Effect of .three types of fuel nozzle.  on f%me-propa.gation limits 

of turbojet engine with lg-inch-diameter arose-fire .tubes in Standard 
looation. 

3 . ." 
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Altitude, ft, 

Figme 19. - Effect of a l t i tude  on time required to accelerate 
from wlndmilling t o  75-percent rated engine epeed at several 
fl ight Mach numbere. Maxfmum allowable turbine-outlet  tempera- 
ture, 1760° R. 
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Altitude, ft 

Figure 20. - Effect of j e t - w z z l e  area on tfnm required to 
accelerate fk.m windmilling to -75-percerrt rated engine 
s p e d .  Flight Mach number- 0.4; maximum allowable turbine- 
ou t le t  temperature, 1760O d.  
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